
education
2019-2021 Master Critical Inquiry Lab, Design Academy 

Eindhoven, the Netherlands
The program of the Critical Inquiry Lab is rooted in cultural 
analysis and design theory, which allowed me to acquire 
curatorial, editorial, writing, publishing, and performing skills.

email paulachang0629@gmail.com
website paula-chang.com
phone 0627137240
language English (C1), Spanish (B2), 
Mandarin (native)
LinkedIn
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2019-2021 Moderator & Organiser, DAE Lecture Series, Design 
Academy Eindhoven
As the moderator and organiser of the 2020/2021 program, 
I’ve gained experience particularly in producing, executing, 
communicating, and hosting throughout cultural events, both 
online and offline.

experiences (selected)

Program Producer, Design Academy Eindhoven
As the contact for the Lecture Series, I assist the team on the 
practicalities. Moreover, I contribute to its rebranding for the 
coming year, designing a manual, and the archival webpage.

2021-2022

2021 Moderator, the Arena Radio, Dutch Design Week
I moderated the program Ideologies of (Design) Education, which 
surrounded the role and responsibility of design education in 
the society and to the individuals, and participated Journeys of 
Graduation, which I shared the path as a design student and the 
entry towards the real world.

2021 Host, Instagram Live @designacademyeindhoven, 
Dutch Design Week
I designed and hosted an interactive workshop. The session 
aimed at the discussion around linguistic nuance, complexity in 
language, and reading extracts from various activists.

Coordinator, International Network for the 
Conservation of Contemporary Art
My tasks included managing the communications, participating 
the Stirring Committee, organising the events, and composing 
the programs.

2022-current

Paula Chang

Freelance Producer
My lastest project is assisting the production of Het Nieuwe 
Instituut’s exhibition at Triennale Milano 2022

2021-current

On Tour Coordinator, Eastern Neighbours Film Festival
Prior to the Film Festival, I take care of the On Tour programs, 
including communicating with cinemas, coordinating 
screenings, organising events, and more. 

2022-current

Artist/Content Consultant, ‘Design Bond’ conference, 
Dutch Design Week 2022
As part of the preparation, I conducted researches of the 
program, assisted the moderator, and consulted the program and 
form of the conference. 

2022

Moderator, Roundtable Talk, Embassy of Inclusive 
Society, Dutch Design Foundation, Dutch Design Week 
2022
As part of the exhibition 'Embassy of Inclusive Society', the 
Roundtable Talk consists of 5 designers and members of the 
creative field. I moderated the talk of 2hr and a half in Van Abbe 
museum during DDW 2022.

2022

http://paula-chang.com
http://linkedin.com/in/paula-chang-882734216
https://www.designacademy.nl/p/research-and-debate/dae-lecture-series/touching-base-on-reality-a-conversation-with-eliott-tsaramaro-marie-verdeil-and-paula-chang-of-the-dae-lecture-committee
https://www.designacademy.nl/p/research-and-debate/dae-lecture-series/touching-base-on-reality-a-conversation-with-eliott-tsaramaro-marie-verdeil-and-paula-chang-of-the-dae-lecture-committee
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wNwakNMf-Ts&list=PL2NV-R-k2cAhID-XxvKNVSTOL3Iw-8_3j&index=10
https://soundcloud.com/elevator-radio/ideologies-of-design-education-with-ianis-bruno-raf-de-keninck-moderated-by-paula
https://soundcloud.com/elevator-radio/journeys-of-graduation-with-paula-xavier-maren-moderator-neal
https://soundcloud.com/elevator-radio/journeys-of-graduation-with-paula-xavier-maren-moderator-neal
https://www.instagram.com/tv/CVPrrUXDUKY/
https://www.instagram.com/tv/CVPrrUXDUKY/
https://incca.org/paula-chang
https://incca.org/paula-chang
https://triennale2022.hetnieuweinstituut.nl/en
https://ddw.nl/en/programme/7173/design-bond-china-calling-conference-at-ddw
https://ddw.nl/en/programme/7173/design-bond-china-calling-conference-at-ddw
https://www.worlddesignembassies.com/en/programme/openingstalk-rondetafelgesprek-over-inclusief-tentoonstellingsontwerp/
https://www.worlddesignembassies.com/en/programme/openingstalk-rondetafelgesprek-over-inclusief-tentoonstellingsontwerp/
https://www.worlddesignembassies.com/en/programme/openingstalk-rondetafelgesprek-over-inclusief-tentoonstellingsontwerp/


research and production in arts & 
design

skills moderation, organisation, 
coordination, curation
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highlights

2020-2021 Inclusivity Meeting, Critical Inquiry Lab, Design 
Academy Eindhoven
In response to the surfacing social issues in institutions, I co-
initiated a series of talks, workshops, readings, and conferences 
within the department to strengthen the solidarity among the 
students.

projects (selected)
2021 Niña Guerrera

My graduation project aims at facilitating difficult dialogues 
relating to social justice movements while maintaining a 
constructive and friendly atmosphere.

2021 Workshop Series
As a parallel subproject of the graduation project, I’ve initiated, 
organised, coordinated, and hosted different workshops 
regarding language, tactic, and goal of social justice movements.

2020 Everything is a rock
This is an online exhibition in which I co-curated and 
contributed to conceptualising the subject, curating the projects, 
and building up the website.

2021 Archive as
Archive as is an online archive where I interviewed, collected, 
and stored stories from individuals that are unfamiliar from the 
public.

2021 The Observer and the Observed, 5th Istanbul Design 
Biennial
Archived by the inquiry platform Looking for Stigmergy, this 
project investigated the concept of "other", including its 
nature, its flaws, and its position within the system of identity 
categorisation.

Paula Chang

2022 How to disagree, W139 Amsterdam
I hosted a pop-up workshop at the gallery, in which I initiated 
dialogues around linguistic nuance within the social justice 
movement, the tactics taken upon, and some reflections about 
our young selves.

2022 Lunch Dialogue: Thinking Patterns, World Design 
Embassies, Dutch Design Foundation
I was part of the discussion with the World Design Embassies for 
the preparation of its exhibition during Dutch Design Week 2022.

2022 De Social Design Scheurkalender, The Social Design 
Lobby
I contributed with my project Niña Guerrera to the De Social 
Design Scheurkalender, which will be presented at Dutch Design 
Week 2022.

2022 Proof Reading, ‘Despise design, all bless the Fair!’ 
exhibition, Onomatopee, Dutch Design Week 2022
I proof read the communication materials of the exhibition, 
including press release, project descriptions, and statement. 

https://designacademy.nl/p/study-at-dae/graduation-show/graduation-projects/paula-chang
https://readymag.com/rock/1968253/
https://paulachangtw.wixsite.com/archiveas
https://lookingfor.stigmergy.online/episode-01
https://lookingfor.stigmergy.online/episode-01
https://www.paula-chang.com/how-to-disagree
https://www.onomatopee.net/exhibition/re-design-er/
https://www.onomatopee.net/exhibition/re-design-er/

